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It is a black comedy-drama about life in the entertainment industry, based on the American
television series of the same name. It started airing on cable network tvN from November 4, ,
and finished airing on December 24, The series scored low ratings in South Korea; some have
argued that the low ratings were a result of the series being atypical of Korean dramas,
particularly its black humour and perhaps American vibe. A story about a movie star and his
entourage of buddies navigating their way through show business and enjoying all the perks
along the way. Entourage is entirely pre-produced and is expected to premiere simultaneously
in Korea, Japan and China. In this table, the blue numbers represent the lowest ratings and the
red numbers represent the highest ratings. In China, the drama will be aired via the online
platform, Tencent Video , at the same time as in Korea. For Japan, the episodes will be aired
with a 1-week delay via the Mnet Japan channel. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. I and
Kim Chung-ha I. JoongAng Ilbo in Korean. Retrieved November 8, October 25, Archived from
the original on August 19, Nate Pann in Korean. Retrieved November 20, Korea JoongAng Daily.
June 24, August 18, June 15, YTN in Korean. Asia Economic Daily. June 30, XPorts News. July
5, August 15, Joy News 24 in Korean. Retrieved November 5, Works by Studio Dragon. Queen L.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Promotional poster. Black
comedy Comedy-drama. Studio Dragon Under license from Warner Bros. International
Television. Reddy feat. Kim Boa of Spica. Dok2 feat. Kim Hyo-eun and Changmo. Beenzino Prod
by Shimmy Twice. Entourage is an American comedy-drama television series that premiered on
HBO on July 18, , and concluded on September 11, , after eight seasons. The series was created
and largely written by Doug Ellin and chronicles the acting career of Vincent Chase , a young
A-list movie star , and his childhood friends from Queens , New York City , as they attempt to
further their nascent careers in Los Angeles. Mark Wahlberg and Stephen Levinson served as
the show's executive producers , and its premise is loosely based on Wahlberg's experiences
as an up-and-coming film star. According to Mark Wahlberg , Entourage was initially conceived
when his assistant asked if he could film Wahlberg and his friends, calling them "hilarious. To
be more satirical of the Hollywood lifestyle, a fictional approach was chosen rather than a
straight documentary in order to keep the content light, and avoid directly depicting Wahlberg's
violent past. Entourage revolves around Vincent Chase Adrian Grenier. Johnny is a C-list actor
who was in the fictional show Viking Quest during his younger days. His role in the new
fictional hit show Five Towns had begun to resurrect his fame and career, although he still
received less acknowledgment than he would have liked for it. As the show went on, Drama got
offers for more and more roles. Drama's character is based on Johnny "Drama" Alves cousin of
Mark Wahlberg , whom Donnie Wahlberg had hired to keep his younger brother out of trouble.
Rounding out the entourage of friends is Salvatore "Turtle" Assante Jerry Ferrara , who is
another of Vince's old friends from childhood. Turtle's official role is as Vince's driver and
assistant, though his value as such is often brought into question. This character is based on
Wahlberg's former " gofer " Donnie Carroll aka "Donkey". Ari Gold Jeremy Piven is Vince's
abrasive but lovable agent. The role has led to several nominations and Emmy Awards for
Piven. Ari is based on Wahlberg's real-life agent Ari Emanuel. Connolly, Grenier, Dillon, Ferrara,
and Piven are credited in every episode in the opening credits of the entire series. Debi Mazar ,
who has a recurring guest star role as Shauna in season 1, is promoted to opening credits
billing in season 2. Her appearances in season 3 were limited due to her pregnancy and Mazar
made her final regular appearance in episode 42 season 3 finale. Mazar made appearances in
seasons 4 through 8 and is credited as a special guest star. Starting in season 3, Reeves and
Lee are credited as "starring" in the end credits in the episodes they appear in. Reeves receives
opening credits billing starting with season 4, and Lee is added to the opening credits starting
with season 5. In season 4, Rhys Coiro , who portrays recurring character Billy Walsh , is
credited as "starring" in the end credits for the first six episodes of the season. However, when
his character returns in episode 52 season 4, episode 10 , he is again credited as a guest star;
he returns in season 7 as a recurring special guest star and is credited as "starring" in the end
credits again in season 8. Emmanuelle Chriqui portrays E's on-and-off girlfriend Sloan
McQuewick as a recurring guest star from season 2 to 5, and beginning with season 6, she is
credited as "starring" in the end credits. Gary Cole guest stars in three episodes of season 5 as
agent Andrew Klein , and beginning with season 6 he is credited as "starring" in the end credits
and returns in season 7 as a special guest star. Scott Caan guest stars in two episodes of
season 6 as Scott Lavin , and in season 7 and 8, he is credited as "starring" in the end credits.
Entourage features many recurring characters. Entourage typically has at least one celebrity
guest per episode, such as actors, film directors, film producers, musicians and professional
athletes playing themselves. The first season chronicles Vincent Chase's adventures as he
climbs the celebrity ladder after his first successful film: Head On. At the forefront of the first

few episodes is the conflict between Vince's best friend "E" and his agent Ari, who are both
working to get the best for Vince, but often differ on how to accomplish this. Vince's next
project is decided halfway through the season: Queens Boulevard. Eventually their differences
are put aside and the season ends with the crew leaving for New York to start production on
Queens Boulevard , with E having become Vince's official manager with salary. Running
subplots include: Turtle's laziness and quest for marijuana ; Drama's struggle to follow in his
younger brother's footsteps; E dating Ari's assistant Emily Samaire Armstrong ; and Vince's
many and varied girlfriends. The second season focuses on Vince's proposed role in the film
adaptation of Aquaman as the eponymous hero. Ari's inability to close the contract leads to
trouble, but Vince manages to convince the film's director, James Cameron , that he is right for
the part. However, new problems arise when the role of the leading lady goes to Mandy Moore ,
Vince's ex-girlfriend, for whom he still has feelings, but who is engaged to be married. Mandy
and Vince resume their romance after Mandy's engagement shows signs of problems, but she
eventually returns to her boyfriend. Initially devastated, Vince finds the will to go on with the
film in the end. However, Ari has his own problems in the form of his boss and partner, Terrance
McQuewick Malcolm McDowell , who is trying to steal Vince away from him. Near the end of the
season, their conflict reaches a head and Ari is fired from the agency after another agent, Adam
Davies, leaked information suggesting that Ari may be plotting against Terrance. Meanwhile,
Drama continues to try to become a star, even considering getting his calves augmented. He is
eventually dropped by his agent, Adam Davies, after Vince decides to stick with Ari after Ari is
fired. Turtle starts a career of his own, as manager of rapper Saigon. The third season continues
with the Aquaman plotline as the film premieres and becomes a huge hit, attaining the
highest-grossing opening weekend in movie history. Problems arise, however, when Medellin ,
Vince's dream project about the life of Pablo Escobar , conflicts with the schedule of Aquaman
2. The end result is that Vince is unable to star in either and is fired by Warner Bros. Tensions
rise further when E is confronted by Sloan's stalker Seth Green. Seth claims that he had been
with Sloan a few years back however, Sloan assures E that he was creepy and they never so
much as kissed. Near the end of the season, Drama finally lands his big break as he's signed on
to the new TV series Five Towns. Turtle's career as a music manager ends unceremoniously
when he is forcefully bought out by Saigon's original manager. Ari meanwhile has to juggle his
new, initially failing, business with keeping Vince happy. Even though Ari manages to set up a
successful new agency with the help of Barbara Miller Beverly D'Angelo , it leads him to neglect
his star client. However, in the season finale, Ari is fired as Vince's agent after his abrasive
methods and constant mocking of Ryan result in failure to secure the film. The second part of
the third season focuses almost entirely on Vince and Ari and the troubles surrounding
Medellin. Attempting to get Vince back, Ari convinces him that he can secure the film after all.
Vince's new agent, Amanda Daniels Carla Gugino , tries to steer Vince towards a different film,
but he ends up refusing. To compound their problems, Vince and Amanda both admit to a
mutual attraction, and have a relationship. When Medellin once again slips from Vince's grasp,
he questions Amanda's motives. After proving her innocence, she drops him as both client and
boyfriend. With the help of Ari, who is once again hired, Vince and E finally secure their dream
project when they buy the rights to the film Medellin themselves. Billy Walsh is signed on as the
director with E given his first shot at producer. In the continuation of the previous part's
subplot, Drama's star rises, and Five Towns becomes a hit. E moves in with Sloan. The fourth
season continues the Medellin plotline as production of the film finally begins. Conflicts quickly
arise when E admits to being dissatisfied with the first cut after Walsh reluctantly agrees to a
midnight screening. Vince and E subsequently clash over the creative direction and financing of
the film in an arc which escalates through the season. There is much contention over the
ending of the script, and Stephen Gaghan is brought in briefly, at which point Walsh comes up
with what he believes to be a good ending. When the Medellin trailer leaks to the public via
YouTube , an opportunity is presented to leverage the resultant hype to broker a deal attaching
Vince to a new big-budget project. The deal, however, is unexpectedly sold on the strength of
not just Vince, but the " Medellin Dream Team" â€” also involving E as producer and Walsh as
director â€” at the point when animosity between E and Walsh begins to come to a head.
Consequently, E must decide between jeopardizing the deal and the prospect of working on
another project with Walsh, which he had previously sworn he would never do again.
Meanwhile, Ari contends with various complications in his personal and professional lives,
including the incapacitating relationship troubles of his indispensable assistant, Lloyd, the
uncertainty of his son's acceptance into the exclusive private school that his daughter attends,
and interpersonal conflicts among employees of his agency. E navigates unfamiliar waters as
he clumsily attempts to expand the representation of his fledgling management agency beyond
Vince, his only client at the time. By chance he comes to meet and subsequently represent

Anna Faris , but when his loyalty to Vince and his personal feelings for Faris are set at odds
with each other and compromise his professional judgment, he is ultimately fired by Faris.
Drama and Turtle are featured throughout the season in various subplots that see them
engaging in the type of antics typical of their characters, such as procuring marijuana and
engaging in furry fetishes via Craigslist on a bet. In the season finale, the entourage travels to
the Cannes Film Festival to promote Medellin , and sign a distribution deal. However, the film
bombs with the Cannes audience, and they are forced to accept an offer from producer Harvey
Weingard Maury Chaykin of a mere one dollar for the film. Vince returns to California ready to
work after spending months relaxing in Mexico with Turtle. Medellin has gone straight-to-DVD
and made numerous worst-of-the-year lists, with Vince's performance also being heavily
criticized. Eric receives a script from a pair of unknown screenwriters trying to get a break in
Hollywood called Nine Brave Souls , in which Eric sees potential. When Ari reads the script of
Smoke Jumpers he convinces Eric to start a bidding war for the film with Vince attached.
Amanda refuses to participate and passes on it until later reconsidering and making an offer.
Ari, determined to get Vince the role he desires, challenges Alan to a round of golf for the part.
When Alan beats Ari, they get into a heated argument, causing Alan to drop dead of a heart
attack. Ellis instead offers him Alan's position as president of the studio, with Amanda as the
number-two choice for the job. Rather than accepting the offer and abandoning his clients, Ari
instead gets Dana Gordon Constance Zimmer the job, therefore locking up Smoke Jumpers for
Vince. Meanwhile, Drama is continuing production of Five Towns while maintaining a
long-distance relationship with his French girlfriend, Jacqueline. Drama's nervousness about
Jacqueline possibly cheating on him leads to their break-up and his break down during a guest
appearance on The View. Turtle meets Jamie-Lynn Sigler on an airplane and the two hit it off,
but their potential relationship is ruined when Turtle tells the guys she gave him a handjob. She
eventually forgives him and is interested in a relationship. Eric persistently tries to convince
Van Sant that Vince is right for the film, but Van Sant says not for his current film, but would
love to work with him in the future. After discovering Van Sant said no, Vince becomes upset
and fires Eric, believing that Eric had made him look desperate. A frustrated E returns to
Hollywood to concentrate on another client, a young and rising comedian named Charlie Bow
Wow. The guys return to Hollywood. The sixth season is mostly divided into individual
storylines. Vince, back to A-list status after Gatsby , is preparing for his next role, starring in an
Enzo Ferrari biopic to be directed by Frank Darabont. Left to his own devices by his friends,
Vince spends much of the season relaxing. Meanwhile, Eric, prompted by ex-girlfriend Sloan,
moves out on his own. Midway through the season, he disbands his company, shutting it down
for good, and goes to work for veteran manager Murray Berenson George Segal while also
incurring the wrath of colleague Scott Lavin Scott Caan who deeply resents Eric's involvement
in the company. While he starts a relationship with his neighbor Ashley Alexis Dziena , Eric still
pines for Sloan, and tries to win her back. Turtle, who dreams of starting his own business,
starts college. He is still together with Jamie-Lynn Sigler and is quickly becoming a celebrity in
his own right. While at college, he meets Brooke, who attempts to seduce him. He turns her
down. Jamie-Lynn also factors into Drama's storyline, as she guest-stars on his show Five
Towns. Coakley then takes it on himself to ruin Drama's character on the show. Finally, Drama
leaves Five Towns with some help from Ari, and after a successful audition, receives an offer to
star in his own television show pending studio approval. Ari also faces trouble at work. Lloyd,
his assistant, demands a promotion to agent and Ari makes him undergo a series of demeaning
tests. As a result, Lloyd quits. Meanwhile, Andrew Klein, whose standing with Barbara Miller
Ari's partner is precarious, cheats on his wife. His marital problems interfere with his work and
only Ari's intervention saves him from being fired. Klein redeems himself by signing writer
Aaron Sorkin. In the final episodes of the season, Ari is approached by his old boss, Terrance
McQuewick, who wants him to buy out his agency. Despite bitterness from being fired over his
agency revolt years before, Ari finally agrees to the buyout and reconciles with Terrance. Ari
goes out firing employees who might not fit in after his takeover, with Adam Davies also getting
the boot. He is now on the road to becoming the most powerful agent in Hollywood. Ari finally
promotes Lloyd to agent. The season ends with Vince and Drama traveling to Rome, to start
shooting the Ferrari film. Turtle is to meet them there, having traveled all the way from
Auckland. Only E stays behind, having successfully proposed marriage to Sloan. As Vince
shoots an action film called The Takeover directed by Nick Cassavetes , Vince performs a
dangerous driving stunt, despite Eric and Ari's disapproval. As a result, he crashes the car into
the set, but emerges feeling emboldened and invincible. The incident also pushes Vince to seek
out new thrills, including impulsively adopting a shorter haircut, sky-diving, purchasing a
Harley-Davidson, popping Vicodin pills, and striking up a relationship with pornographic star
Sasha Grey. Vince is introduced to a new project, Air-Walker , by Eric's associate Scott Lavin

Scott Caan , creating a hostile relationship with Eric; they eventually bury the hatchet and
temporarily work together to help further Vince's career. This friendship eventually ends once
Eric realizes Scott possibly supplied Vince with cocaine at a party. Now running a fledgling car
service business, Turtle is frustrated when an employee named Alex Dania Ramirez causes
problems for him; however, she quits after an inappropriate advance he makes towards her.
Turtle agrees and begins promoting the product. The promotions create a huge demand for it in
Southern California, which cannot be met by the company's production unless a new factory is
built. Meanwhile, Lizzie Grant Autumn Reeser , the promising young agent who had a turbulent
affair with Andrew Klein, quits after Ari refuses to promote her to the head of the TV department
of the agency Klein's former position despite her stellar performance. Lizzie attempts to steal
some of Ari's clients, prompting Ari to take action. Ari learns that Lizzie had gone to Amanda
Daniels to try and bring down Ari; however, this alliance is short-lived, as Lizzie decides she
wants no part in Amanda's revenge plots. An anonymous person sends tapes to Deadline
Hollywood , revealing Ari's foul-mouthed rants. This incident leads Ari's wife to "seriously
re-evaluate their marriage", causing Ari to spend more time with his family and attempting a
friendlier work environment. His newfound peace is broken when he confronts Amanda at an
upper-class restaurant, accusing her of sending the tapes and stealing his NFL team. She
reveals that her ex-assistant sent the tapes and that the NFL was reconsidering Ari for their
team with the help of Amanda. She has now lost complete respect for Ari, and the outburst
leaves Ari looking foolish in front of many Hollywood executives. Ari's relationship with his wife
ends on the fence as well as she tells him she wants a break from him. During this, Scott wants
to reconcile with Eric and offers him an opportunity to supplant Murray Berenson at the
management company, having already convinced everyone else in the office to go along. Eric
refuses as he gets along with Murray because he is Sloan's godfather. However, Terrence
McQuewick asks Eric to sign a pre-nuptial agreement with Sloan as both he and Murray feel that
Eric may just rely on Sloan's family money. This causes him to take Scott up on his offer. Drama
wants a job since his holding deal will expire in eight weeks. He finds out new shows are being
made by the network, but not for him. Lloyd finds an Emmy Award -winning writer Jeff Garlin to
write something for Drama, though Drama is disappointed that he hasn't written anything since
and that the proposed show would be a comedy. The script turns out to be a good fit for Drama
and John Stamos is suggested as a co-star; however, Bob Saget is given Drama's role instead
due to his friendship with Stamos. Billy Walsh makes a return after starting a family and
becoming an ordained minister. Looking for work so that he can provide for his family, he looks
to create a new show for Drama. The show, a cartoon called Johnny's Bananas , is conceptually
a hit with the network but it takes a while and persuasion from Eric's assistant for Drama to get
on board. After accepting the offer, Drama, Turtle, Alex, Billy and Lloyd celebrate back at
Vince's house, where Lloyd discovers a large bag of cocaine belonging to Vince. Vince's drug
problems continue to grow, as Air-Walker director Randall Wallace becomes suspicious of
Vince's behavior. Randall quits when Vince refuses to take a drug test and is replaced with
Peter Berg. When Vince discovers that Sasha is seriously considering a role in an upcoming
porn film, he tries to land her a role in Air-Walker instead. He succeeds, but Sasha sees this as a
way for Vince to control her life, as evidenced by Vince's reckless behavior on the set of
Sasha's new movie. As a result, Sasha ends their relationship. The guys attempt to stage an
intervention for Vince, who refuses to listen to them and decides to spend the night at a hotel.
During Eminem 's party at the hotel, Vince starts a fight with him, and gets beaten up by him
and his security. Vince gets taken to the hospital where the police find a bag of cocaine that was
in his sweater. Vince is sober after spending three months in rehab and returns home ready to
work. He pitches a film idea to his friends about miners, but is not well received among his
"entourage". Eric and Sloan have broken up, mainly because Eric refused to sign a prenuptial
agreement and took over Murray Berenson's agency with Scott's help while both Eric and Scott
later work together, creating the "Murphy Lavin Group". Johnny's new show, Johnny's Bananas
, is a potential hit in the making. Still separated, but wanting to get back together, Ari learns his
wife is seeing chef Bobby Flay. Hurt, Ari begins seeing Dana Gordon. Turtle burns down part of
the house when he accidentally throws out his joint onto the drapes, forcing the group to move
into a hotel. Vince writes a script for the miner movie and receives several tips from Billy Walsh,
most notably that the movie would be better served with Drama as the lead, rather than Vince
himself. Eric and Sloan have one last "fling" before she tells him that she is moving to New
York. Ari makes Lloyd the head of the TV department. Johnny begins recording Johnny's
Bananas and finds out that the show will be getting its first test screening; co-star Andrew Dice
Clay signs with Scott Lavin. Dice pushes Johnny and E to ask the network for more money, they
turn him down. Staying true to his word, Dice leaves the show before it airs. Johnny is not
happy with his replacement. Vince meets with producer Carl Ertz Kim Coates at his house. Ertz

offers to produce his TV movie for Johnny, but in return wants Vince to star in the film Taxman.
After realizing his mistake and feeling bad, Ertz runs off to the bathroom to get high and
subsequently shoots himself in the head. After the shooting, Vince is required to take a drug
test by his parole officer as there was cocaine in Ertz's house. Worried he will fail the test, as he
smoked a joint earlier in the week, he ends up using a device to pass the drug test against E's
approval. Ari continues his fling with former flame Dana Gordon. After a bad session of couples
therapy, Ari takes Dana out to Bobby Flay's restaurant to get back at his wife. Dana learns of
Ari's real motives and storms out. Melissa then accuses Ari of cheating on her with Dana while
they were still together, which Ari immediately denies. He opens up to Sophia and tells his story
only for the article to call him an "insecure womanizer". Ari's personal and professional lives
collide when he realizes that he might lose his share in the company after his divorce is
finalized. Eric takes a meeting with Melinda Clarke and ends up having sex with her instead. He
is unnerved when he realizes afterwards that her true intentions were to get back at her ex.
Drama tries to get Andrew Dice Clay back on his show, and instead ends up going on strike
alongside him. Vince tries to meet with Sophia to change her perception of him, but is instead
rejected. Turtle meets with his new business partners, but they're more interested in the
"Hollywood glam" than anything else. In the meantime, Turtle and Drama each speak with
Sophia, and try to steer her towards going out with Vince, which she ultimately does. Vince,
Drama and Turtle toast to redemption. Meanwhile, Eric gets word that Sloan is out with his
client Johnny Galecki , so he and Melinda crash their date. Tensions mount and Eric finds out
that Sloan is pregnant with his child and that she still intends to move to New York without him.
In the final episode, Vince tells the gang that he's flying to Paris in a few hours to marry Sophia.
Eric quits his job and announces that he's moving to New York to try to be a good father for his
child. Turtle and Drama try to convince Sloan to forgive Eric and fly to Paris for the wedding.
She's on the fence, until Vince seals the deal by giving her a heartfelt speech about Eric. In the
meantime, Ari quits his job for his family and reconciles with his wife. In the end, the entourage
meets up at the airport where Sloan forgives Eric and together they fly away to a destination of
their choice, compliments of Vince. The final scene shows Ari contemplating the offer. In
August , when it was confirmed that Entourage would end after its eighth season, creator Doug
Ellin expressed interest in writing a film after the series ended. In September , it was confirmed
that Ellin had completed the script and that it would take place six months after the end of the
series. A recurring theme in Entourage is the strength of male camaraderie and its importance
over work. Series creator Doug Ellin stated, " Entourage works because it's about male
friendship. The Hollywood setting is entertaining but it's really about the relationship between
these guys. The characters may have the bling , but they're grounded guys who look out for
each other. That's the backbone of the show. If it was just about fantasy lifestyles, it wouldn't be
relatable. This view was supported by Jeremy Piven, who plays the talent agent , Ari: "If it was
just a show about wish fulfillment and guys getting sex because their best friend was famous, it
wouldn't be that interesting. To strengthen the bond between the actors, only actors with ties to
New York were chosen. Episodes of the show focus, besides the friendship between the four
main characters, on their lifestyle in Hollywood. To lend credence to the show's situations and
locations, most episodes of Entourage feature at least one celebrity guest star, appearing as
themselves. Entourage received positive reviews from critics during the majority of its run, with
many praising Piven's performance as agent Ari Gold and Dillon's performance as Johnny
Chase. The series was nominated for 26 Primetime Emmy Awards , with six wins, in categories
such as acting, directing, writing and for Outstanding Comedy Series. Jeremy Piven was
nominated four consecutive times for Outstanding Supporting Actor in a Comedy Series,
winning the award three times in a row in , , and Kevin Dillon received three consecutive
nominations in , , and , for Outstanding Supporting Actor in a Comedy Series. The series was
nominated in , , and for Outstanding Comedy Series. It also received six directing nominations
and one writing nomination. It was nominated for 14 Golden Globe Awards , with Piven and the
series being nominated every year. Piven won the Supporting Actor award in Dillon received a
nomination in the Supporting Actor category alongside Piven in , while Kevin Connolly was
nominated alongside Piven in It also won a Peabody Award in "for its picaresque and pointed
take on Tinsel Town. All eight seasons have been released on DVD; with the third season being
released in two parts. The sixth, seventh, and eighth seasons have also been released on
Blu-ray Disc. A complete series collection, containing all the seasons, and special features from
the individual season releases, has been released on both DVD and Blu-ray on November 6,
Entourage is syndicated in many other countries around the world, often broadcast on HBO ,
and is also carried in full through HBO Max and HBO's depreciated streaming services; two cuts
were created, the original aired by HBO, and a syndicated cut with nudity, sexual content and
profanity removed, which is aired in some countries as the default cut to meet local mores. In

the United States, the series was syndicated on local stations and WGN America in the season,
[31] but was only carried for one season, due to low ratings. Spike quickly reduced, then ended
the contract to carry the series, also due to low ratings; the series often drew lower numbers
than much older library or syndicated content, and even the paid programming that followed
episodes of the show overnights. Dillon and Ferrara appeared as their Entourage personalities
in a set of commercials for the video game Need for Speed: Hot Pursuit. In the commercials, the
guys are valets during the day, and racers Turtle and interceptors Drama at night. Nike SB
collaborated with creator Doug Ellin to commemorate the final season with an Entourage
-branded version of their Nike SB shoes, which will be featured on the series. However, these
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professional sales consultants is the answer. Helping You Sell Our mission is to provide our
supplier partners with solutions that dramatically improve label recognition and brand
awareness. Our Customer-Educating Approach We take great pride in our team of consultants
and their ability to provide effective and educational sales interactions with consumers. During
our promotional events where we are showcasing your product, in every conversation the goal
is to not only sell a bottle of wine, but to impart the important and differentiating attributes of
your product. Your new customers will walk away with real knowledge about your brand. Brand
building, One Bottle at a Time We have a proven track record of introducing and building brands
on both the state and regional levels. If your goal is to get some momentum going, we can help.
Our personal, in-store, consumer sales experiences have proven to be a very effective use of
marketing dollars for our clients. When our consultants talk, shoppers listen, and remember.
This approach of engaging and educating customers leads to dramatically improved product
awareness and label recognition, and in turn, ongoing sales results. We can help you build your
brand, one bottle at a time! Knowledgeable and Professional Sales Consultants Entourage
Consulting strives to be the most effective consumer sales team in the adult beverage industry.
We are a results-oriented organization and we demand results from every member of our team.
Let our sales professionals go to work for you! We Proudly Represent. Home Job Openings
Blog Contact. Live TV. New This Month. What's New to Stream in February. More TV Picks.
Director 18 Credits. Daniel Attias. Doug Ellin. Julian Farino. Adam Bernstein. David Frankel. Dan
Attias. Ken Whittingham. Craig Zisk. Mark Mylod. Patty Jenkins. David Nutter. Leslie Libman.
Kevin Connolly. Seith Mann. Rob Weiss. Roger Kumble. Tucker Gates. Adam Davidson.
Screenwriter 10 Credits. Michael Benson. Stephen Levinson. Larry Charles. Dan Weiss. Marc
Abrams. Ally Musika. Cliff Dorfman. Chris Henchy. Writer 11 Credits. Brian Burns. Lisa Alden.
Dusty Kay. Wesley Nickerson III. Jerry Ferrara. Kenny Neibart. Actor Credits. Adrian Grenier.
Vince Chase 97 Episodes Eric 97 Episodes Kevin Dillon. Drama 97 Episodes Turtle 97 Episodes
Jeremy Piven. Ari 97 Episodes Monica Keena. Kristen 6 Episodes Debi Mazar. Shauna 62
Episodes Emmanuelle Chriqui. Sloan 30 Episodes Rhys Coiro. Billy Walsh 24 Episodes Samaire
Armstrong. Emily 8 Episodes Perrey Reeves. Ari 64 Episodes Rex Lee. Lloyd 70 Episodes Bow
Wow. Charlie 4 Episodes Beverly D'Angelo. Barbara Miller 22 Episodes Gary Cole. Andrew Klein
13 Episodes Jamie-Lynn Sigler. Herself 12 Episodes Paul Haggis. Himself 1 Episode Mark
Wahlberg. Himself 3 Episodes Carla Gugino. Amanda Daniels 12 Episodes Joshua LeBar. Josh
Weinstein 5 Episodes Leighton Meester. Justine Chaplin 2 Episodes Malcolm McDowell.
Terrance 10 Episodes Michael Lerner. Joe Roberts 1 Episode Edward Burns. Cassidy Lehrman.
Sarah Gold 11 Episodes Constance Zimmer. Dana Gordon 13 Episodes Paul Ben-Victor. Alan
Gray 4 Episodes Jaime Pressly. Herself 1 Episode Jason Patric. Himself 2 Episodes Julia
Levy-Boeken. Jacqueline 2 Episodes James Cameron. Zac Efron. Verner 2 Episodes Kate
Albrecht. Christy 11 Episodes Mandy Moore. Herself 2 Episodes Gus Van Sant. Gary Busey.
Alan Dale. John Ellis 3 Episodes Johanna Black. Staci 2 Episodes Maury Chaykin. Harvey
Weingard 4 Episodes Anna Faris. Herself 3 Episodes Eric Roberts. Ralph Macchio. Scott Caan.
Scotty Lavin 14 Episodes Jordan Belfi. Adam Davies 13 Episodes Marlon Young. Rufus 3
Episodes Alice Eve. Sophia Lear 4 Episodes Pauly Shore. Larry David. Tom Brady. Amanda
Peet. Lukas Haas. LB 2 Episodes Artie Lange. Scott 1 Episode Assaf Cohen. Yair Marx 1
Episode Melinda Clarke. Luke Wilson. George Segal. Murray Berenson 3 Episodes Night
Shyamalan. Kim Coates. Carl Ertz 2 Episodes Alexis Dziena. Ashley 7 Episodes Lisa Rinna.
Donna 1 Episode Mary J. Branka Katic. Nika Marx 1 Episode Timothy Busfield. Director 3
Episodes Autumn Reeser. Lizzie Grant 10 Episodes Mercedes Ruehl. Rita 1 Episode Scarlett
Johansson. Randall Wallace. Eric Lange. Director 1 Episode Bob Saget. Himself 4 Episodes
Nick Cassavetes. William Fichtner. Phil Yagoda 12 Episodes Brandon Quinn. Tom 1 Episode
Giovanni Ribisi. Nick 2 Episodes Stephen Tobolowsky. Mayor 1 Episode Phil Mickelson. Nora
Dunn. Marcus 5 Episodes Bob Balaban. Doctor 1 Episode Smith Cho. Sydney Pollack. Cole
Petersen. Max Ballard 1 Episode Mike Hagerty. Jeffrey Tambor. Adam Goldberg. Nick
Rubenstein 3 Episodes Sasha Grey. Herself 5 Episodes Dania Ramirez. Alex 8 Episodes Louis
Lombardi. Ronnie 1 Episode Dennis Hopper. Emma Prescott. Kelly Kruger. Lori 1 Episode

Andrew Dice Clay. Himself 5 Episodes Peter Jackson. Paul Herman. Marvin 3 Episodes James
Woods. Audition producer 4 Episodes Kanye West. Ailsa Marshall. Nick's Girlfriend 1 Episode
John Stamos. Seth Green. Matt Letscher. Dan Coakley 3 Episodes Jonathan Keltz. Branden
Williams. Bryan Callen. Rob 1 Episode Leslie Bibb. Whoopi Goldberg. Stephanie Vogt. Trish 4
Episodes Katie Morgan. Jami Gertz. Marlo Klein 5 Episodes Elaine Kao. Maxie 1 Episode Tony
Bennett. Johnny Galecki. Audition producer 1 Episode Michael Hitchcock. Paul Schneider 1
Episode Sam Nazarian. Jimmy Shubert. Jason Sklar. David Schwimmer. Brian Palermo. Harris
Yulin. Busy Philipps. Cheryl 1 Episode Cameron Richardson. Illeana Douglas. Marci 2 Episodes
Sven Holmberg. Sven 1 Episode Daniel Samonas. Tommy 2 Episodes Rob Morrow. Jim
Lefkowitz 4 Episodes Kate Mara. Brittany 4 Episodes Robert Rapport. Steven 1 Episode Aaron
Sorkin. Janet Montgomery. Jennie 8 Episodes Elvis Mitchell. Shay Jordan. Jana Kramer. Brooke
4 Episodes Jay Leno. Kevin Pollak. Levine 1 Episode Frank Darabont. Laraine Newman. James
Moses Black. Miguel Sandoval. Carlos Avion 4 Episodes Peter Berg. Anne DeSalvo. Jerry
Jones. Chuck Zito. Brianne Davis. Allyson 1 Episode Deborah Theaker. Michael Cornacchia.
Charlie 1 Episode Snoop Dogg. Michael Patrick McGill. Peter Stormare. Aaron Cohen 2
Episodes Joel Silver. Fran Drescher. Jason Isaacs. Freddy 1 Episode Bobby Flay. Caroline
Aaron. Randy Sklar. Jim 1 Episode Bruce Buffer. Steven Montfort. Paul Gagliano. Paul
Schneider's Assistant 1 Episode Michael Roemer. Barry 1 Episode Jonathan Sadowski. Mary
Van Luven. Receptionist 1 Episode Mark Cuban. Shelley Berman. Matt Damon. Colleen Camp.
Sonny Marinelli. Jon DeLuca 1 Episode Queen Latifah. Alex Wexo. CIA Agent 1 Episode Amelia
Jackson-Gray. Amy 1 Episode Lucas Ellin. Jonah Gold 8 Episodes Azita Ghanizada. Kelly 1
Episode John McCarthy. UFC Referee 1 Episode Alessandra Ambrosio. Victoria's Secret Angel
No. Ben Silverman. Mimi Paley. Richard Roeper. Izabel Goulart. Sheila Jaffe. Casting director 1
Episode Jim Holmes. Sundeep Ahuja. Roxy Jezel. Porn Actress No. Elizabeth Regen. Gina
DeLuca 1 Episode Melissa Ordway. LeBron James. Hayes MacArthur. Heidi Marnhout. Joyce 1
Episode Lily 1 Episode Eddie Driscoll. Lead Detective 1 Episode Baron Jay. Driver 1 Episode
Christian Slater. Darcy Fowers. Jordi Caballero. Police Chief 1 Episode Sydney Park. Girl Scout
1 Episode Andrew Levitas. Gregg 1 Episode Dale Dye. Stunt Coordinator 2 Episodes Will
Greenberg. Tammi Cubilette. Nurse 1 Episode Xavier Torres. Juan Ramirez. Foreman 1 Episode
Annie Ilonzeh. Rachel 3 Episodes Joey King. Chuck's Daughter 1 Episode Chuck Licata.
Customer No. Dean Cain. Dawn Olivieri. Monique Alexander. Summer Altice. Hot Girl 1 Episode
Claude Deering. Brett's Assistant 1 Episode Chase Kim. Officer 1 Episode Michael Canavan.
Horse Owner 1 Episode Ben Lyons. Interviewer 1 Episode Ginny Weirick. Hollwood Reporter
Girl 1 Episode Maria Menounos. Preston Davis. Jeff 4 Episodes Stan Lee. Elaine Tan. Tammy 1
Episode Max Silverstein. Dice's Son 2 Episodes Craig Anton. Ryan Eggold. Castmate 3
Episodes Michael Phillips. Suzanne Hunt. Woman at Auction No. Dave Matos. Reporter 1
Episode Harvey J. Rabbi 1 Episode Keisuke Hoashi. Club Official 1 Episode Keli Daniels. Press
1 1 Episode Barrett Foa. Marcus London. Porn Actor 1 Episode Brian Sher. Bradley 2 Episodes
Tony Quinonez. Son 1 Episode Gil Darnell. Photographer 1 Episode Steve Nash. Kwame
Boateng. Teenager 1 Episode Sterling Sulieman. Malea Richardson. Joy 1 Episode Jamie Lee
Darley. Abby 3 Episodes Lenny Jacobson. Adam Hutson. Thirty Something Guy 1 Episode Heidi
Lynne Herschbach. Billboard Girl 1 Episode Jamie Kennedy. Stevie 2 Episodes Genesis
Rodriguez. Sarah 3 Episodes Omar Leyva. Melanie Burchby. Amanda's Assistant 1 Episode
Natasa Fontaine. Rehab Girl 1 Episode Nikki Griffin. DeRay Davis. Hack 1 Episode Blake
Anderson. Donnie 1 Episode Anzu Lawson. Press 2 1 Episode Adrian Peterson. Saradi Mooney.
Captain Girl 1 Episode Libby Aubrey. Frank Maharajh. Agent Raj 2 Episodes Tom Sizemore.
John Cleese. Jan Devereaux. Temple Goer No. Joyce Piven. Veronica De Laurentiis. Jessica
Simpson. Breanne Racano. Katie 1 Episode Paul Webster. Mandy's Publicist 1 Episode Jesse
Erwin. Waiter 1 Episode Jeff Garlin. Roger Jay 1 Episode Dan Sachoff. Press 3 1 Episode
Stanley DeSantis. Scott Wick 2 Episodes Taylor Cathcart. Happy Birthday Girl 1 Episode Marisa
Miller. Model 1 Episode Dennis Mooney. Lee Gordon 1 Episode Nick Steele. David 1 Episode
Gustavo Flores. Clapper Juan 1 Episode Holly Lynch. Linda 1 Episode Samantha Basalari. Girl
Leaving Party 1 Episode Michael Li Paz. Cantor 1 Episode Michael Fucci. Malaya Rivera Drew.
Carla 1 Episode Casey Wasserman. Helen Tucker. Armando Cosio. Grip 1 Episode David Spade.
Damian Cecere. Camera Man 1 Episode Ryan Howard. Gary Kraus. Movie Theater Manager 1
Episode William Forsythe. Josh Ackerman. Walsh's Guy 1 Episode Cameron Cash. Robbie 1
Episode David Bowe. Saige Ryan Campbell. Little Girl 1 Episode Chuck Pacheco. Chucky 3
Episodes Dinah Lee. Walsh's Girl 1 Episode Beverly Sanders. Bob Odenkirk. Ken Austin 2
Episodes Gregory Zarian. James 1 Episode Holly Valance. Leanna 1 Episode Michael S. Mike
Tyson. Erica Walker. Massage Therapist 1 Episode Drew Brees. Diego Villarreal Garcia. Set
Decorator 1 Episode Scott Lavin. Suit 1 Episode Aaron Brown. Twin No. Dan Castellaneta.
Caitlin Chapman. Receptionist Susan 2 Episodes Beau Garrett. Girl from Vince's Gym 2

Episodes Megan Park. Dave Levinson. Laker Fan 1 Episode Peter Siragusa. Christy O'Keefe.
Mac Salesgirl 1 Episode Rosalie McIntire. Hostess 1 Episode Heidi Hawking. Stripper 1 Episode
Rome Shadanloo. Assistant 1 Episode Joey Slotnick. Christopher Brown. Jeanine Giovanni.
Rachel 1 Episode Lauren Shiohama. Phil's Assistant 1 Episode Danny Musico. Ron Michaelson.
Carlos Sandoval. Edgar 1 Episode Emma Lung. Jamal Thomas. Agent 2 Episodes Julian Wells.
Stripper 2 Episodes Minka Kelly. Bhagwan Chowdhry. Cole Williams. Kevin Love. Kathy
Gardiner. Kate 1 Episode Soo Yeon Lee. Stefan Richter. Chef Stefan 1 Episode Sophie Monk.
Tyrone M. Blake 1 Episode Charlotte Ayanna. Joanne 1 Episode James Lefkowitz. William Peltz.
Don Barris. Kimmel Warm-Up 1 Episode Casper Brindle. Assistant Director 1 Episode Vanessa
Branch. Chinese Interpreter 1 Episode Kara Houston. Holly 1 Episode Brent Bolthouse. Elmira
Zainabudinova. Christina Aguilera. Thomas Crawford. Sales Manager 1 Episode Diana Rios.
Felisha Terrell. Maya Ellin. Maya 1 Episode Raphael Mazzucco. Matt Dallas. Male Model 1
Episode Colby French. Cop 1 Episode Yori Uehara. John Heard. Richard Neil. Agent 1 Episode
Zach Lasry. Scott's Assistant 1 Episode Shanna Moakler. Maya Stojan. Stan Lee's Assistant 1
Episode Rachel Sterling. Taylor Greer. Game Girl 1 Episode Michelle Ruben. Chene Lawson.
Jennifer - Barney's Salesgirl 1 Episode Henry Dittman. Medic 1 Episode Liz Gallagher. Female
Agent 1 Episode Jordan Farmar. Liz Hernandez. William Ragsdale. Nealla Gordon. Casting
Director 1 Episode Jaymee Ong. Monica 1 Episode Scott Conant. Lara Wickes. Steve Tisch. Cliff
2 Episodes Rachel Specter. Kimmel PA 1 Episode Terrence Hardy Jr. Herbie Green 1 Episode
Melanie Specht. Burger Chick 1 Episode Julie Claire. Carrie Carlson 1 Episode Patty
McCormack. Realtor 1 Episode Rick Salomon. Bogdan Szumilas. Chris Solari. Kayla Henry.
Young Vince Fan 1 Episode Simon Rhee. Asian Gangster 1 Episode Stacie Richards Dail. Hot
Blonde 1 Episode Scarlett Chorvat. Carol 1 Episode Harry Van Gorkum. Green 1 Episode
Pleasant Wayne. Actress 1 Episode Tommy Gunn. Porn Vince 1 Episode Tara Carroll. Drama's
Fan 1 Episode Elanor Kerrigan. Dice's Wife 1 Episode Evelyn Vaccaro. Suteara Vaughn. Hot
Chick 2 Episodes Naseem Hamed. Naseem Hamed 1 Episode Jeff Kahn. Clown 1 Episode Jay
Giannone. Guy in Movie Line 1 Episode Amanda Tepe. Mac Assistant Manager 1 Episode Mary
Ann Jarou. Sherpa Girl 1 Episode Jayma Mays. Jennifer 1 Episode Shawn Michael Patrick. Vitali
Klitschko. Vitali Klitschko 1 Episode Nadine Velazquez. Janeen 1 Episode Shana Wall. Girl 1
Episode Franklyn Ajaye. Finley 1 Episode Ladae Bond. Party Girl 2 Episodes Wendy Guess.
Colleen McGrann. Ralph's Wife 1 Episode Nicole Narain. Waitress 1 Episode Lennox Lewis.
Lennox Lewis 1 Episode Michael Moorer. Michael Moorer 1 Episode Simona Fusco. Keith
Blaney. Salesman 1 Episode Yorgo Constantine. Frank Medrano. Shop Employee 1 Episode
Jessica Serrano. Lorraine 1 Episode Amie Petersen. Michelle LaFrance. Misty 2 Episodes Carley
Adams. Party Girl 1 Episode Stephen Keys. Guard 1 Episode Mariah Bruna. Stacy Fuson. Girl at
PJ Party 1 Episode Monique Barajas. Allan Kolman. Therapist 1 Episode Jeannie Millar. Pool
Girl 1 Episode Chris Blasman. Man 1 Episode Kristen Marie Holly. Party-Goer 1 Episode Daniel
Booko. Frat Guy 1 1 Episode Todd Peterson. Daniel 1 Episode Tina Kapousis. CAA Assistant 1
Episode Samantha Turk. Terry Cooley. Doorman 1 Episode Guest 41 Credits. Lauren London.
Martin Landau. Domenick Lombardozzi. Jessica Alba. Brett Ratner. Vanessa Angel. Sara Foster.
Anthony Michael Hall. Stephen Gaghan. Bai Ling. Val Kilmer. Joyce Brothers. Ali Larter. Peter
Dinklage. Malin Akerman. Will Sasso. Bruno Kirby. David Faustino. Richard Schiff. Sarah
Silverman. Lamar Odom. Jose Eber. Penny Marshall. Jesse Jane. Danny Masterson. Chuck
Liddell. Max Gail. Anthony Anderson. DJ Quik. Big Boy. Brooke Shields. Jimmy Kimmel. Mickey
Jones. Ashley Madison. Appearing 1 Credit. Reality Cast Member 8 Credits. Michael Buffer.
Evander Holyfield. Sergio Myers. Fuzzy Fantabulous. Hugh Hefner. Ethan Suplee. Chris Penn.
Producer 13 Credits. Wayne Carmona. Lori Jo Nemhauser. Janice Tashjian. Janace Tashjian.
Naomi Slodki. Timothy Marx. Matthew Salsberg. Executive Producer 5 Credits. Denis Biggs.
Steve Tompkins. Co-Executive Producer 3 Credits. Producer 1 Credit. Eric Weinstein.
Cinematographer 3 Credits. Dave Perkal. Rob Sweeney. Steven Fierberg. Production Company 3
Credits. Closest to the Hole Productions. HBO Entertainment. Editor 2 Credits. Jonathan Scott
Corn. Gregg Featherman. Art Director 1 Credit. Richard Haase. Costumes 1 Credit. Amy
Westcott. Sound Effects 3 Credits. James Bailey. Patrick Martens. Hugh Murphy. Special Effects
2 Credits. Tom Kendall. Doug Spilatro. Production Designer 1 Credit. We've highlighted the
actors starring in multiple movies and shows nominated for Golden Globes in Watch the video.
Visit our Black History Month section. Search for " Entourage " on Amazon. This movie picks up
where the TV show ended. Vincent Chase is offered a role by his former agent now Studio boss
Ari Gold in a movie he is developing. Vincent agrees on the condition that he be allowed to
direct the movie also. Nearly a year later, Vince is uncertain if the movie is ready, so he asks Ari
for money to finish the movie. But Vincent has asked for money more than once already and
Ari's bosses are not happy of how much they're spending. But he goes to their backer to ask for
more money and he wants to see what Vince has shot so far but Vince won't let anyone see it

yet. But he's planning a screening, and asks the backer to come to L. At the screening Vince
decides not to show it. But gives out DVDS. The son after watching the movie, says he has
issues with Drama, Vince's brother who has a small role in the movie. Vince is unwilling to drop
him. When they appease the son, he then says he has issues with Vince. So as they Written by
rcs yahoo. When he chooses a big budget special effects driven movie everyone is excited, until
he announces he want's to direct. His new agent Ari Piven is willing to help him, but when a
problem occurs with the financiers the movie, and everyone's careers are on the line. I have
never seen this series. The reason I never wanted to see it was that the characters, from what I
saw in the previews, really bugged me. It seemed like a Sex in the City with men and the self
absorbed-ness of that really turned me off. I had that mindset going in to this. I have to say that I
did think the movie was actually really entertaining. A few of the characters did really annoy me
and based off of that I still will not watch the series. The characters are fine in small doses, so
that said I will admit that I liked this movie. Overall, for someone who never watched the show I
did enjoy this much more than I expected to. Fans of the show may like it a lot. I surprisingly
give it a high B. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of
everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites.
Company Credits. Technical Specs. Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide. External
Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers
and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Rate This. Movie star Vincent Chase, together
with his boys Eric, Turtle, and Johnny, are back - and back in business with super
agent-turned-studio head Ari Gold on a risky project that will serve as Vince's directorial debut.
Director: Doug Ellin. Added to Watchlist. From metacritic. Celebrate Black History Month.
Movies I want to watch again! Una mieeerda. My Guilty Pleasure Films. My Movies Roster.
Related Items. Share this Rating Title: Entourage 6. Use the HTML below. You must be a
registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin. Edit Cast Cast overview, first billed only: Kevin
Connolly Eric Adrian Grenier Vince Kevin Dillon Johnny Drama Jerry Ferrara Turtle Jeremy
Piven Ari Gold Emmanuelle Chriqui Sloan Perrey Reeves Ari Rex Lee Lloyd Debi Mazar Shauna
Rhys Coiro Billy Walsh Constance Zimmer Dana Gordon Haley Joel Osment Travis McCredle
Ronda Rousey Ronda Kid Cudi Allen as Scott Mescudi Alan Dale Edit Storyline This movie
picks up where the TV show ended. Edit Did You Know? Goofs Nina Agdal uses the binoculars
the wrong way. Quotes Mrs. Ari : It's 2 AM. You sat down to watch this movie at midnight. Ari
Gold : I'm mentally prepping. I'm gonna start now. Wanna join me? Ari : You said I couldn't. Ari
Gold : Well you can blow me through it in case it sucks. Was this review helpful to you? Yes No
Report this. Q: Is there a during or post-credit scene? Edit Details Official Sites: Official site.
Country: USA. Language: English. Production Co: Warner Bros. Runtime: min. Sound Mix:
Dolby Digital Datasat. Color: Color. Edit page. Clear your history. Johnny Drama. Travis
McCredle. Allen as Scott Mescudi. TV Schedule. Sign In. Entourage â€” S8, Ep1. Error: please
try again. Drama freaks out when Vince returns from rehab and the gang decides to throw a
huge party to celebrate. Elsewhere, E and Scott's new company is thriving and Drama clashes
with his animated show's costar. S8, Ep2. Vince writes a screenplay and Billy Walsh decides to
use Drama as the lead. Meanwhile, Ari learns what Mrs. Ari has been up to and now has a sworn
enemy. S8, Ep3. Vince tries to help out a fellow addict but things end badly. Ari decides to
rekindle an old relationship. Turtle receives news from Carlos about his investment in Avion.
S8, Ep4. Ari continues his fling with former flame, Dana Gordon. After a bad session of couples
therapy, Ari takes Dana out to Bobby Flay's restaurant to get back at his wife. Dana learns of
Ari's real motives and storms out. Gold then accuses Ari of cheating on her with Dana while
they were still together, which Ari immediately denies. S8, Ep5. S8, Ep6. Vince tries to make
things right with journalist Sophia Lear. Ari gets a reality check about his divorce. Eric receives
an over-the-top gift, and some unsettling news. Turtle meets with his East Coast partners on a
new venture. Drama shows his solidarity. S8, Ep7. Vince continues to woo Sophia. The DeLucas
fall in love with a pricey restaurant space, forcing Turtle to pitch his investors for more money.
Distraught over Sloan, Eric turns to Melinda again. Ari connects with Vince and Drama's miner
movie script. S8, Ep8. Series Finale After a first date, Vince pulls out all the stops for Sophia. Ari
and Mrs. Ari take a step forward, and a step back, at therapy. Drama, Turtle and Vince try to
convince Sloan to give Eric another chance. See also TV Schedule. Add episode. Finished TV
Series. Share this page:. Clear your history. Vince prepares to film in Italy. Eric's luncheon date
with Sloan doesn't go as planned. Drama considers leaving the business, and Turtle tries to win
back Jamie-Lynn Sigler. Ari and his wife debate Johnny and Turtle get a gold watch, paid by
Vince from his Aquaman bundle, to welcome Saigon to Turtle's company; however they see
Mandy with her ex-steady date Chris, so they make cellphone pictures It's Aquaman's opening
day. Initial box office projections, already "Titanic"-sized, get even higher after the East Coast
numbers stream in, giving everyone hope that the film has a chance to pass " We've highlighted

the actors starring in multiple movies and shows nominated for Golden Globes in Watch the
video. See the full gallery. Search for " Entourage " on Amazon. In this sitcom, the suddenly
risen film star Vince Chase, a 'jeune premiere' of humble origins, learns the ropes of the
business and the high-profile world of the wealthy happy few in and around Hollywood, but not
alone: he brings from his native New York his atypical 'entourage hence the title , not glitterati
or professionals but a close circle of friends since childhood, and his professional agent finds
they often make his job harder as the Queens boys not only sponge on the star but also have
his ear, so Vince is much harder to counsel. Over the course of the Series, they progress from
kids from Queens, to actors, to producers and chase the funding and support to try to make the
perfect movie for Vincent. Written by KGF Vissers. Entourage follows the great HBO series
tradition of sharp cutting edge comedy and, as other HBO shows have been, addictive. The first
season was a trial balloon for this very hip, and hip hop, version of life in the fast lane. It
succeeded better than HBO envisioned. The second season was a full 15 episodes and now
fans are eagerly awaiting Season 3 in June. The storyline is not new, just well conceived in this
fast paced and energetic venue. Like most modern day posse's these boys serve specific roles
in their support of their guy. Vince is, after all, the meal ticket and these guys know it to varying
degrees. Yet "E" is intuitive and handles himself well among the sharks in LA. But Johnnie's
career never took off and hit the skids a while back but with Vince's help he'll get the chance to
show his stuff as a bit player in all of Vince's projects. He also serves as the family cook. Turtle
is the ultimate hanger-on. His role is that of "gopher" or a man servant who does all the menial
chores around the house. However, toward the end of the second season Turtle begins to
spread his wings and shows he may have some real street smarts as well. Keeping this vehicle
moving in the right direction is Ari Gold, Vince's agent, played brilliantly by Jeremy Piven. Ari is
a fast talking, on top of the game and industry action agent who has finally found his actor that
can catapult him to the top of the agent game. But Ari learns that he can't steamroll "E" as Vince
ultimately trusts his best friend more than anyone in the world. Other characters of note are
Shauna, played by Debi Mazur. Shauna is, like Ari, very sarcastic and witty and clearly has a
vision as Vince's publicist as to what and how she wishes Vince to be shown in the public. A
myriad of Hollywood A,B, and C list people show their faces in cameo's as they interact with
Vince and the guys. Romance, ego, opportunity, greed, and family love all play out in the fastest
paced half hour ride you'll have in a long time. HBO is now replaying Season 1 and then Season
2 before premiering the third season and if you have not yet experienced this show you owe it
to yourself. See if you don't get hooked by it as well They decide to do so and at the end of the
show we see them getting ready to depart for the airport. That is where I went to High School so
my connection was set. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of
everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites.
Company Credits. Technical Specs. Episode List. Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide.
External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo
Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Rate This. Episode Guide. Film
star Vince Chase navigates the vapid terrain of Los Angeles with a close circle of friends and
his trusty agent. Creator: Doug Ellin. Added to Watchlist. Top-Rated Episodes S6. Error: please
try again. Finished TV Series. Related Items. Share this Rating Title: Entourage â€” 8. Use the
HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin. Episodes Seasons.
Won 1 Golden Globe. Edit Cast Series cast summary: Kevin Connolly Eric Murphy 96 episodes,
Adrian Grenier Vincent Chase 96 episodes, Kevin Dillon Johnny 'Drama' Chase 96 episodes,
Jerry Ferrara Turtle 96 episodes, Jeremy Piven Ari Gold 96 episodes, Rex Lee Ari 75 episodes,
Debi Mazar Edit Storyline In this sitcom, the suddenly risen film star Vince Chase, a 'jeune
premiere' of humble origins, learns the ropes of the business and the high-profile world of the
wealthy happy few in and around Hollywood, but not alone: he brings from his native New York
his atypical 'entourage hence the title , not glitterati or professionals but a close circle of friends
since childhood, and his professional agent finds they often make his job hard
imac repair manuals
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er as the Queens boys not only sponge on the star but also have his ear, so Vince is much
harder to counsel. Taglines: Sexy, young and famous Edit Did You Know? Goofs Seasons 1 and
2 pizza sign is blank, season 3 it is reversed season 4 forward it is "normal". However Pepsi
logo ATM and light beer sign remain flipped all seasons. Quotes Johnny Drama : [ at the home
of a Hollywood "madam" and her girls ] Turtle, if you can't get laid here, turn your dick in. Was
this review helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Q: Are Johnny and Vince actually related?
Language: English. Runtime: 28 min min Entire season 4 min Entire season 2 min Entire season

1 min Entire season 3 min Entire season 6 min Entire season 8 min Entire season 7 min Entire
season 5. Sound Mix: Dolby Digital. Color: Color. Edit page. Add episode. Clear your history.
Eric Murphy 96 episodes, Vincent Chase 96 episodes, Johnny 'Drama' Chase 96 episodes,
Turtle 96 episodes, Ari Gold 96 episodes, Ari 75 episodes, Shauna 49 episodes,

